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judicious use can provide documentary information in
electronic form with the required qualities for ensuring

1. Information Sciences, Documentary its efficient accessibility, dissemination, and preservation
Information, and SGML within society. It is thus no surprise that librarians, archi-

vists, and other information professionals have shown a
Let us define ‘‘documentary information’’ as any pub- great deal of interest in this technology. At EBSI, for

lic information that has a significant value for society. instance, SGML is now included in research and teaching
This value could be, for example, legal, historical, or activities in the fields of information retrieval, analysis,
simply a reference value. Because of its value to society, and communication, as well as in archival studies.
documentary information deserves to be preserved and In this article, we wish to present the nature of SGML,
made accessible to the public in an efficient manner. In justify its existence, and explain why today, more than
our opinion, the fundamental preoccupation of library and ever, it is possible to tap into the potential of this standard
information sciences is, and has always been, the design for representing electronic information by making it the
and implementation of efficient systems for the transfer cornerstone of documentary information systems. The ap-
of documentary information within society. proach is purposely theoretical. We want to show that

While this preoccupation has not changed in essence SGML is neither a temporary fad of the software industry,
since early times, its manifestations have evolved dramat- nor another proprietary format that a handful of product
ically in the last two or three decades. Probably the most developers is trying to push onto the market, but rather
important change that library science has undergone dur- a robust and general technology, which is based on sound
ing this period is the ever-increasing use of various tech- theoretical foundations, and which can offer system de-
nologies for producing and processing documentary infor- signers the same level of data independence for documen-
mation. Librarians and other information professionals tary information as the relational model offers for tradi-
must now set up systems capable of processing, dissemi- tional databases. We will also see how SGML differs
nating, and preserving documentary information in elec- from ODA (Open Document Architecture) , its main com-
tronic form. However, because of the plethora of incom- petitor.
patible and short-lived formats that are presently being The goal of this article is not to present SGML in
used, information in electronic form does not readily sat- detail, nor do we wish to describe its history or use world-
isfy the needs of accessibility, dissemination, and preser- wide. The reader interested in these aspects is invited to
vation that characterize documentary information. Thus, consult the references listed in the bibliography.
special attention must be paid to these issues in the devel-
opment of transfer systems for electronic documentary
information. 2. The Nature of SGML

This is where SGML becomes interesting. SGML is
SGML is an acronym for Standard Generalizedone of the first technologies—if not the first—whose

Markup Language. Let us examine the meaning of each
of these words.

A preliminary version of this article was presented, in French, at
the conference ‘‘SGML et Inforoutes—pour la diffusion optimale de

Languagel’information gouvernementale et juridique’’ organized by CRDP and
EBSI at Le Musée du Québec on September 27, 1995.

SGML is a format for electronic documents, that is
to say, a computer language for describing documents.q 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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processing chain in which the users (and even the au-
thors) are unaware of the format the documents are stored
in (in the same way, for example, as the HTML format
is unnoticed by many users of the World Wide Web).

Standard

In the world of electronic document formats, the fol-
lowing levels of standardization can be identified.

j Secret proprietary format: A format defined by a spe-
cific hardware or software producer, and whose speci-
fications are unpublished. The original software or
hardware must be used to access the documents. Under
users’ pressure, this kind of format is starting to disap-
pear.

j Public proprietary format: A format defined by a spe-
cific producer, but whose specifications are publicly
available. Other parties can develop import /export con-

FIG. 1. A memo seen as a hierarchical document. verters for the format, if they want, e.g., RTF (Micro-
soft’s Rich Text Format) , WordPerfect.

j De facto standard: A public proprietary format that
SGML’s notion of a ‘‘document’’ is extremely broad, has become very popular and is recognized by a large
and theoretically encompasses all forms of electronic in- number of producers, e.g., GIF (Graphics Interchange
formation. Thus, all of the following are representable in Format, introduced by CompuServe), WordPerfect.

j Official standard: A standard defined and adoptedSGML: Word processor documents, spreadsheets, multi-
by an official standardization body. Standardizationmedia documents, hypertexts, database tables, and even
bodies include a number of non-profit organizationscomputer programs.
or consortia, various national and international asso-As with any computer language, SGML has its syntax
ciations, as well as organizations entirely devoted toand semantics. Those familiar with programming usually
standardization on a national or international level,feel at home with SGML’s syntax. It is of course a de-
e.g., SGML, ODA.

scriptive language, not a procedural one, thus, it does not
use the imperative style. SGML could be described as a

The International Organization for Standardization
language for defining constants, the constants being the

(ISO), which has its headquarters in Geneva, Switzer-
documents to be processed, exchanged, preserved. The

land, is possibly the most important standardization body
semantics of SGML is that of tree-structured hierarchical

in the world. In particular, the General Agreement on
documents. Figure 1 shows an example of the kind of

Tariffs and Trade (GATT) recognizes the precedence of
document that can be defined in SGML: A memorandum,

ISO standards over others. SGML is an ISO standard,
such as might circulate in a large corporation. Figure

ISO 8879, adopted by the ISO in 1986. It is, therefore, a
2 shows how this same document can be represented

first-rate international standard.
syntactically in SGML.

Standardization is the very basis of open systems. An
SGML’s syntax is based on ASCII (American Stan-

open system is a computer system whose input-output
dard Code for Information Interchange) and is thus di-

specifications are not only public, but are based on estab-
rectly ‘‘eye-readable.’’1 It does not involve any special

lished standards. In their purest form, open systems can
codes that cannot be displayed or printed directly.

easily be combined into processing chains independent
We should point out that SGML standardizes only the

of any specific hardware, platform, or software, and
expression of a document’s structure, and not of any pro-

whose links are also independent of each other. Confor-
cessing or operation to be done on this document—not
even formatting. This feature may seem to be a serious
limitation at first glance; however, it is in fact a powerful
advantage of SGML, which we will discuss shortly.

Let us note finally that SGML’s rather daunting syntax
(in fact no more so than that of any other computer lan-
guage) is not necessarily visible to the end users. Indeed,
it is quite possible to design an SGML-based document

1 SGML’s ‘‘concrete reference syntax’’ is based on ASCII. However,
the role of each character can be redefined and adapted to any character set. FIG. 2. SGML text for the document in Figure 1.
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mance to standards improves the interoperability of sys-
tems, which in turn increases the users’ return on their
investments in hardware and software.

The benefits of standardization will of course vary with
the popularity of the standards used. The status of official
standard provides a guarantee of functionality resulting
from serious study. On this point, SGML carries the high-

FIG. 3. A prologue including a DTD for memoranda.
est possible credentials, being an ISO standard. In prac-
tice, however, the number of products and systems con-

choose from the list of tags valid at that particular point.forming to a standard is at least as important as its official
SGML also provides mechanisms to reduce the amountstatus. In this respect, SGML is now a well-established
of markup required; for instance, tags can sometimes bestandard, with a large user base and numerous commercial
omitted when the context excludes any ambiguity.products. Moreover, the number of users and applications

is increasing all the time.
Note that the status of official standard has a particular Generalized

significance for an electronic document format: It in-
In SGML, it is the ‘‘markup’’ that is generalized, not thecreases the potential perennity of documents. Indeed, even

language. Thus, as was once jokingly remarked, SGMLa very popular proprietary format can rapidly become
should be parsed S((GM)L), and not S(G(ML)).extinct as a result of technological breakthroughs or mar-

The tags in SGML identify the ‘‘type’’ of informationket movements. When this happens, the documents have
found in the various parts of a document. Naturally, theto be quickly converted into an ‘‘equivalent’’ format,
types of information found in a document will vary withotherwise, they would simply become unreadable. This
the nature of the document. For a memorandum, the tagsis, however, unlikely to happen in the case of an official
presented in Figure 2 would be adequate. For a corporatestandard. The potential perennity, then, that accompanies
annual report, however, a totally different set of tagsan official standard is of prime importance for documen-
would be required.tary information.

Now, SGML must be able to represent all kinds of
documents. So, does the standard have to include a ge-

Markup neric identifier for every possible ‘‘type’’ of information?
This would be impossible, of course, since anybody canAn electronic document, which can be thought of as
come up with a new ‘‘type’’ of information and docu-a file, has no inherent structure other than that of a linear
ment. The solution is to make SGML a metalanguage, incharacter (or byte) string. If any parts of the document
which tag sets, as well as usage rules for these tags,are to be identifiable, basic conventions must be estab-
can be defined.2 This mechanism is called generalizedlished. For example, fixed locations within the electronic
markup.document can be designated to contain certain specific

In SGML, the definition of a set of tags and of theinformation, or else a system of pointers and/or separators
rules governing their use is called a DTD, for Documentcan be developed. Markup (or tagging) is another tech-
Type Definition.3 The language in which DTDs are ex-nique; it is the one on which SGML is based.
pressed is an integral part of SGML, and it also usesTagging consists in inserting into an electronic docu-
markup, though of a special kind. Every SGML documentment short character strings, called tags, which indicate
has a prologue that identifies the DTD to which the docu-the start or end of a part of the document that is to be
ment conforms. (The DTD can be totally embedded inidentified. The tags found in an electronic document are
the prologue; alternatively, part or all of the DTD can becollectively referred to as markup. In SGML’s concrete
located in a file external to the document. In this case,reference syntax, the start-tags are usually of the form
the external part is identified in the prologue by a unique»gen-id… and the end-tags, of the form » /gen-id … . The
name, such as a file name.) Figure 3 illustrates a prologuenames (represented here by gen-id) that can appear in a
including a DTD to which the document of Figure 2tag are called generic identifiers, and in some sense, they
conforms.indicate the ‘‘type’’ of information located between a

start-tag and a matching end-tag (matching tags have the
same generic identifier) . Note that, in general, a start-tag 2 These rules determine the acceptable relative positioning of tags.
can contain more information than just a generic identifier For example, »name… elements (i.e., portions of text delimited by match-

ing »name… and » /name … tags) could be restricted to appear only within(for example, attributes) .
»recip… elements.It is important to stress the fact that an author will

3 As Travis and Waldt point out (Travis and Waldt, 1995, The SGMLseldom have to manually enter the tags in an SGML
Implementation Guide: A Blueprint for SGML Migration, New York:

document. Indeed, there are specialized SGML editors Springer-Verlag, p. 218), this definition of a DTD is not entirely accu-
that handle much of the tagging automatically. To insert rate. However, it is by far the most popular one, and we use it here for

simplicity.a tag at any point in the document, the author need only
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3. Justification for, and Necessity of, SGML lems of document production. For example, suppose we
have prepared a series of technical manuals with a word

The idea of markup far predates SGML. In fact, it can processor (without using a style sheet) and we want to
be traced all the way back to the beginning of the com- modify the size and horizontal position of the titles. Since
puter industry, in the form of ‘‘special characters’’ used the formatting instructions are stored within the electronic
to control peripherals. From this primitive form, markup documents (in the form of generic markup tags) , we
evolved into descriptive markup, which is the form found obviously have no choice but to modify each one of the
in SGML. Let us examine this evolution, and see why it documents. This, in itself, is quite a chore. However, the
was necessary. real problem is that in order to modify the formatting of

the titles, we must be able to locate them in the docu-
ments. If the titles already have some distinctive format-Hardware-Oriented Markup
ting not used anywhere else in the document (for instance,

On some early printing terminals, the character set did centered and in boldface) , then this might be done auto-
not distinguish between lower-case and upper-case letters. matically. Otherwise, it will have to be done manually.
However, two control characters, called shift-in and shift- There is an additional problem if we want to continue
out, were used to move the printing head from lower- producing the manuals in the original style. The source
case to upper-case position and back again. In terms of documents will have to be duplicated, and each copy
markup, these characters acted as tags that modified the maintained separately. This makes updates much more
meaning of the intervening text. costly.

Another example of primitive markup is the use of
‘‘escape sequences’’ to control printers. The sequence-

Descriptive Markupopening (or ‘‘escape’’) character can be seen as a start-
tag, and the sequence-closing character as an end-tag. The These are some of the problems associated with ge-
meaning of this pair of tags is that the intervening text neric markup, but there are others, for example, problems
must not be printed, but rather interpreted as a command related to the conversion of documents from one format
in the printer’s control language. At a higher level, whole to another, or to the exchange of documents. The cause
escape sequences can be viewed as tags, delimiting por- of these problems is that generic markup is procedural;
tions of text that need to be printed in a special way it expresses one particular operation to be performed on
(boldface, italics, underlined, etc.) . the documents, namely, formatting. When another opera-

These examples illustrate what we call hardware-ori- tion must be performed, the markup does not help at all,
ented markup, in which the form and meaning of the tags in fact, it can sometimes become an obstacle. The solution
are dictated by the equipment used. is to expunge from the markup all references to specific

operations, which is precisely the idea behind descriptive
markup, the kind proposed by SGML.Generic Markup

The fundamental hypothesis behind descriptive mark-
Hardware-oriented markup has an obvious disadvan- up is that a document is best described by its inherent

tage: It is dependent on the type of equipment used. If, structure, rather than by the operations to be performed on
for some reason, the equipment is changed, the markup it. With descriptive markup, tags identify all the structural
must be changed, too. For this reason, hardware-oriented elements in a document and associate a ‘‘type’’ to each
markup is almost never stored in electronic documents. of them, but do not provide any indication as to how
Instead, the authoring software usually stores its own these elements are to be formatted or otherwise processed.
codes, which are independent of the hardware used. This It is the applications processing the documents that deter-
is called generic markup. The generic markup can be mine how each type of structural element is treated.4

converted into hardware-oriented markup by an appro-
priate driver when needed—for example, to print a docu-

The Benefits of Descriptive Markupment. Then, should different equipment be used, only the
driver need be changed; the electronic documents them- By removing processing instructions from the elec-
selves require no modification. tronic documents, descriptive markup introduces a natural

The formatting codes used by popular word processors and beneficial separation between contents and pro-
are examples of generic markup. These codes are gener-
ated by the software and stored in the electronic docu-

4 SGML permits and encourages descriptive markup, but it cannotments. When the time comes to print a document, a driver
impose it. The meaning of the tags is defined outside SGML, by the(supplied by the software or printer producer) specific to
designers of a system, and nothing can prevent it from being formattingthe type of printer used translates the codes into control
instructions (which is largely the case, for example, in HTML). There

instructions for the printer. is also an explicit syntactical construct in SGML for ‘‘processing in-
Generic markup is a definite improvement over hard- structions.’’ However, this use of markup is not really in keeping with

SGML’s underlying philosophy.ware-oriented markup, but it does not solve all the prob-
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cessing. Authors can concentrate on the contents of the creases the cost of developing the products and, inevita-
bly, is reflected in their selling price.documents, while typographers and computer profession-

als make layout decisions, and define more generally how Yet another cost factor for the organization is the trans-
formation SGML brings to work habits. Earlier on, wethe whole collection of documents is to be processed. We

call this separation the ‘‘work factorization’’ of document mentioned the factorization of work between authors on
one hand, and typographers and computer professionalsproduction.

One benefit of this factorization is that writing docu- on the other. Another consideration is the constraints that
a DTD imposes on the authors. They no longer havements and deciding how to process them can be done at

two different times. For example, documents can be en- absolute freedom in the authoring process; the structure
of their work must comply to the rules set by the system’stered and stored before any application has been devel-

oped to process them. It is also possible to write new designers. Even worse, perhaps, the authors no longer
control the exact appearance of their printed documents.applications to process existing documents without hav-

ing to modify them in any way. Such changes may be something of a ‘‘culture shock’’ to
writers. If, on the other hand, writers continue to workDescriptive markup can also greatly improve auto-

matic or computer-aided indexing of documents, as well with a word processor, and the documents are subse-
quently converted to SGML, then the cost of traumatizingas information retrieval. Indeed, with descriptive markup,

it is possible to know in which structural element of the the authors is replaced by the perhaps equally high cost
of the conversion.text ( title, caption, quotation, footnote, etc.) each word

occurrence is located. This aspect of descriptive markup Since the DTDs are of paramount importance in an
SGML system, their design must be based on a carefulis of particular interest in documentary information.
documentary analysis, and represents an additional cost.
It is often given to specialized consultants.

The Added Value of SGML

What we have said above argues in favor of descriptive
4. Why SGML?markup in general, not just SGML. A simple way of

implementing descriptive markup would be to fully use A descriptively tagged document contains information
the style-sheet functions of a word processor. These func- on its own logical structure, and is thus called a structured
tions are sometimes sophisticated enough to permit de- document. A format which allows the representation
scriptive markup. Does SGML offer any advantage over (whether by markup or otherwise) of structured docu-
this approach? ments is called a structured document format. SGML is

The answer to this, is that SGML offers standardiza- thus a standard structured document format.
tion, and the robustness of generalized markup. We have Why would SGML be any better than other standard
already indicated the importance of standardization. Gen- structured document formats? Indeed, the first question
eralized markup, for its part, allows a system designer to should be: Are there any others? The answer is yes,
ensure that the markup is always used in a consistent though very few. In fact, the only format that can compete
manner, by defining rules governing the use of tags. This with SGML is ODA, Open Document Architecture (origi-
is a form of validation of documents at creation-time. nally named Office Document Architecture) . It is, like

Of course, in more detailed matters, SGML offers SGML, a standard structured document format; therefore,
many possibilities that make it especially interesting for it has many possibilities similar to those in SGML, in
document-processing systems. This subject, however, is particular, it provides the equivalent of descriptive
beyond the scope of the present article. markup.5 Moreover, ODA is also an ISO standard: ISO

8613, adopted by the ISO in 1989. Thus, ODA is a poten-
tial alternative to SGML. Although a detailed descriptionThe Costs of SGML
of ODA is beyond the scope of this article, we will now

The benefits of SGML are not without cost. The main outline some of its characteristics, by way of comparison
expense associated with SGML is its formal complexity. with SGML.
In order to design and implement an SGML document-
processing system, it is necessary to have a fairly thor-
ough understanding of the standard, its underlying princi- Differences between SGML and ODA
ples, and the details of its application. Thus, when an

An ODA document is composed of both a logical andorganization decides to adopt SGML, it must anticipate
a physical structure, as well as contents elements sharedcosts involved in training its personnel, even if part or
by the two. Style-sheets ( in the form of structural-compo-all of the design, development, and implementation work

is given to specialized consultants. Tools, products, and
services will probably need to be evaluated. 5 Although ODA allows structuring documents in a way equivalent

Another cost factor is the very high level of generality to markup, it does not actually use this technique. We use this terminol-
ogy for simplicity.that SGML tools have, by definition. This generality in-
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nent attributes) establish the correspondence between a subset of ODA, on which groups of users agree.8 The
development of DAPs is not done by ISO; presently,both structures. The logical structure is similar to the

structuring offered by SGML. The physical structure cor- it is coordinated by a group called PAGODA (Profile
Alignment Group for ODA) , linked to the CCITT (Inter-responds to the document as it appears on paper. Unlike

SGML, then, ODA can specify the formatting of docu- national Telegraphic and Telephone Consultative Com-
mittee) . Three DAPs have been defined so far: Q111 (orments. This constitutes one of the main differences be-

tween SGML and ODA. FOD11), Q112 (or FOD26), and Q113 (or FOD36).
Their levels of functionality range from simple text filesThis difference can be understood in terms of the de-

sign objectives of ODA, which was first and foremost to desktop-publishing documents.
intended for office automation applications. In that con-
text, the operations of authoring and formatting docu-

Why Not ODA?
ments are usually close to each other, both from a time
and administrative point of view. It was thus natural that ODA provides the equivalent of descriptive markup,
formatting instructions be included directly in the elec- and it is an ISO standard; so, is it a viable alternative to
tronic documents, rather than placed in separate style- SGML for documentary information systems? As argued
sheets. previously, the value of a standard is highly dependent

Another difference between SGML and ODA is that on its popularity. At the present time, SGML is far ahead
ODA documents are not directly eye-readable. This is of ODA, both in the number of commercial products
because the data structure on which an ODA document available and the number of users.
is defined is not, as in SGML, the character string, but The family of software products conforming to SGML
rather an object-oriented structure.6 Even if ODA explic- is very rich (see Appendix) . In contrast, software prod-
itly provides an interchange format (ODIF, or Open Doc- ucts conforming to ODA are relatively scarce, and all
ument Interchange Format) , none of the forms it can take have appeared fairly recently.9

( there are three such forms) is intended to be directly As far as the number of users is concerned, many
readable. In this respect, ODA is not as close as SGML important projects dealing with electronic documents
to the universe of traditional documents. have adopted SGML, whereas, to our knowledge, ODA

SGML and ODA also differ in the way they accommo- is just starting to be used, and only in the context of office
date non-textual contents ( images, sound, etc.) and for- automation.
eign-language character sets. In SGML, any character set In a few years, we will see whether the arrival of
can be defined and used, and an arbitrary number of ‘‘nota- further ODA products will have made it a real competitor
tions’’ can be declared for non-textual contents. A natural to SGML. It is still entirely possible that ODA will ulti-
consequence of this is that the reader of a document must mately find its share of the market. Nevertheless, today,
have the necessary tools to correctly interpret these elements. a valid element in the answer to the question: ‘‘Why
If two parties wish to exchange documents incorporating SGML, and not ODA?’’ is ‘‘Because it is more popular.’’
such elements, they must agree beforehand on which charac-
ter sets and notations are going to be used.

Reasons for the Success of SGMLOne of the design objectives of ODA was to support
the ‘‘blind exchange’’ of documents, i.e., without any Some of the factors explaining SGML’s popularity are
prior agreement between the parties. To meet this objec- purely circumstantial. For instance, part of SGML’s success
tive, there was no other solution than to restrict the al- is certainly due to the fact that it came out 3 years before
lowed character sets and notations in the standard itself,
and this is essentially what ODA does.7 Presently, stan-

8 Theoretically, a DAP could be used to extend ODA rather thandard representations for text, raster graphics and vector
limit it. However, all references to DAPs in the literature present themgraphics are included; future extensions are expected to
as a means of defining subsets of ODA, and this is true of all DAPs

add new types of contents. developed so far.
Having to standardize representations for three types 9 We are aware of the following products: The ODA Viewer, from

the French producer Bull, is a Microsoft Windows application for view-of contents and their associated formatting functionality
ing and annotating ODA documents (FOD26 level) . A limited version,makes ODA a voluminous standard, that would be diffi-
called FreeView is available free of charge on the Internet. Two othercult to implement in its totality. To allow for subsets of
products handle conversions between ODA and various formats: One

the standard to be defined and used in specific applications is ConvertPerfect, from Novell, a stand-alone package offering two-way
or contexts, the notion of Document Application Profile, conversion between ODA (FOD26) and many popular word-processing

formats. The other is WinWord 6.0 ODA Converter Kit, from Microsoft,or DAP, is included in ODA. A DAP essentially defines
a ODA (FOD26) conversion filter for Microsoft Word. With this filter,
ODA becomes yet another format accepted by Word. An ODA Toolkit
was developed by the ODA Consortium, a group of computer companies6 For readers familiar with object-oriented systems, it must be added

that this structure does not include any method. interested in ODA. This toolkit has been available since March 1993,
and supports FOD36 since March 1994. To our knowledge, however,7 The character sets are not really restricted in ODA itself, however,

only predefined standard sets can be used. no commercial product supports this level yet.
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ODA, and that it was adopted very early on by the CALS SGML has always allowed the representation of hypertext
links; for example, one possible way to do it is to decideprogram (Computer-aided Acquisition and Logistics Sup-

port) of the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD).10 How- that certain tags are used to identify the link anchors
(origin and end points) . Any application aware of theever, we believe some credit for SGML’s success is due to

its inherent features, in particular the following two: meaning of these tags is then able to recognize the links,
and act accordingly if and when the user activates themThe first feature is ‘‘eye-readability.’’ This is of course

a psychological factor. But we believe it has an non- (for example, by clicking on them).
It is of course possible to establish standard ways ofnegligible impact on the acceptance of a format, neverthe-

less. Someone who is used to working with paper docu- representing hypertext links—as well as many other hyp-
ermedia functionality—in SGML documents. The advan-ments will probably find using eye-readable electronic

documents less daunting; the shock of the new technology tages of such a standardization are obvious. An extension
to SGML was designed for this purpose: HyTime, oris thus reduced. For example, publishing houses, accus-

tomed, as they have always been, to paper, were neverthe- Hypermedia/Time-based Document Structuring Lan-
guage (ISO 10744, adopted by the ISO in 1994). HyTimeless among the first users of SGML. The importance of

eye-readability must really not be underestimated. provides, among other things, standard ways of represent-
ing hypertext links in SGML documents. Any HyTime-The second feature is the fact that SGML does not

standardize formatting instructions. As we have seen, compliant application is able to recognize these links and
obey them when they are activated by the user.ODA is different in this respect, since it allows standard-

ized formatting instructions (in addition to descriptive Note that HyTime is a compatible extension of SGML;
it is therefore not an alternative to SGML, simply a waymarkup) to be included in the documents. This character-

istic of ODA permits the blind-exchange of formatted to go further with certain types of documents. To our
knowledge, there are no end-user products that supportdocuments, but at the cost of having to standardize all possi-

ble formatting functionality—which is quite an ambitious HyTime in its entirety. There is, however, a HyTime
‘‘engine’’ available to software developers. Also note thattask. In practice, restricted DAPs were developed first, caus-

ing a ‘‘slow start’’ which might have discouraged potential the World Wide Web browser for SGML documents,
Panorama, recognizes a subset of the links representablesupporters, who were asked to give up functionality they

had come to rely on. The more than 5 years that elapsed in HyTime (see Appendix) .
The very existence of HyTime is an argument in favorbetween the adoption of ODA as a standard and the arrival

of the first end-user products illustrates, in our opinion, the of SGML. Indeed, it guarantees the possibility of evolving
towards more functionally sophisticated documents. Notedeterrent effect of this slow start.

SGML, for its part, did not have to wait for the stan- that an extension to ODA for hypertext structuring is also
expected, a ‘‘HyperODA,’’ which has apparently beendardization of formatting functionality, and was ready to

take off when the users were. Ironically, a proposed stan- on the drawing board for some years. But, since it is only
a proposal, and not an actual standard, it may be severaldard for formatting functionality has recently passed the

last stage before adoption as an international standard by more years before compliant products appear on the
market.the ISO. It is DSSSL, or Document Style Semantics and

Specification Language. Long awaited by the SGML com- While on the subject of hypertext documents, we can-
not avoid mentioning the biggest hyperdocument of all,munity, DSSSL is the ideal complement of SGML for sys-

tem designers wishing to integrate standardized formatting the World Wide Web (WWW). Though deprecated by
purists for not respecting SGML’s philosophy of descrip-instructions into their systems. However, since SGML and

DSSSL are two distinct standards, the 10 years or so that tive markup, the WWW is nevertheless the single most
important SGML application ever developed. Indeed, theelapsed between their respective adoption did not keep

SGML from gaining initial acceptance by users. language of WWW documents, HTML (for Hypertext
Markup Language) , is essentially an SGML DTD.

HyTime and Other Formats for Hypermedia

Hypertext structuring increases in popularity every 5. Why Now?
day; thus, no document format can afford to ignore it.

In spite of its conceptual simplicity, SGML is a power-
ful and complex formal system which requires sophisti-

10 The name was later changed to Continuous Acquisition and Life-
cated tools and brings about important changes in anycycle Support. The original DoD program was aimed at reducing the
organization that adopts it. Because of the costs associatedcost of producing, storing, consulting, and updating technical documen-

tation. For CALS, SGML represented a tool for the rational treatment with it, SGML has always been a technology that is em-
of documentation, and it was adopted not only in principle, but also in braced by necessity, when the value of the information
the form of specific DTDs. The CALS program affected not only the involved is so high, and the benefits of its universal acces-
direct suppliers of the DoD, but also its sub-contractors; it thus created

sibility and preservation are so great, that they outweigha genuine ‘‘wave’’ in the industry, that later expanded into the European
the expenditure required in converting to SGML. In ourand Canadian markets. Hence, thanks to CALS, SGML enjoyed substan-

tial visibility and promotion. opinion, this necessity component will always be a con-
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sideration in any decision regarding a changeover to and the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) . A couple of pro-
posals for USMARC DTDs have circulated on the In-SGML. But it is a consideration whose importance is

diminishing, thanks to a number of factors. ternet.
Naturally, any DTD standardization will affect the wayOne such factor is that the selling price of many SGML

products is now steadily decreasing, partly because devel- information is managed in various places around the
world. These changes will sometimes be difficult andopment costs have been absorbed, and partly because new

competing products are always appearing. Also, most costly, but they would be even more so without the prior
basic standardization that SGML will have brought (afterSGML products are now available on microcomputer

platforms and have reached a high level of usability. all, changing a DTD is simpler than adopting SGML in
the first place; for one thing, the same tools can still beAnother factor is the level of knowledge that informa-

tion professionals have of SGML. The intrinsic value of used to process information). In return, these changes
will bring us a little closer to a better world, in whichany technology is qualified by the availability and number

of designers, analysts, programmers, and technicians who documentary information flows freely, liberated from the
captivity of proprietary formats.master it. Today, SGML has made its way into many

commercial and academic curricula. Here, too, SGML is
ahead of ODA. 7. Appendix: Examples of SGML-Compliant

In the light of all these factors, we believe that the cost / Software Products
benefit ratio of SGML solutions has never been better. In

Many SGML software products are aimed at the pro-our opinion, any organization involved in documentary
duction of documents; they can perform all major func-information management should seriously consider the
tions of the document production chain. Document au-options SGML has to offer.
thoring is handled by SGML editors, such as Author/
Editor from SoftQuad, and Adept Editor from Arbortext,

6. Conclusion or by add-ins for popular word processors, such as Near&
Far Author for Word from Microstar, and WordPerfectIn this article, we have tried to present the nature of
SGML Edition from Novell. FrameMaker/SGML fromSGML, to explain its existence, and to show why this
Adobe will produce paper documents from SGML sourcestandard format for electronic documents is the natural
documents. The conversion of SGML documents to andcornerstone of today’s documentary information systems.
from other formats is handled by general SGML parsers/We have tried to show that SGML is neither a temporary
taggers/converters, such as OmniMark from Exoterica,fad of the industry, nor just another format among many,
and FastTag from Avalanche.but rather a robust technology, based on solid theoretical

Some packages can publish SGML documents in elec-foundations. We have also made some comparisons be-
tronic form. The Dynatext application suite from Elec-tween SGML and ODA, its closest competitor. Of course,
tronic Book Technologies will let a publisher assemble,there are many facets of SGML we have not covered, such
manage, and publish a collection of documents as anas the notion of sub-document, and the parallel tagging of
electronic book; it includes a hypertext browser to readthe same document according to two or more DTDs. Yet,
the electronic books. The Explorer package from Soft-we hope to have given the reader an idea of the principles
Quad offers similar functions. These packages are particu-and philosophy underlying SGML.
larly well suited to publishing information on CD-ROM.We have little doubt that descriptive markup is the

It is now possible to publish full-fledged SGML docu-only viable solution for the efficient management of docu-
ments (any DTD) on the WWW without prior conversionmentary information in electronic form. The indepen-
to HTML. Panorama from SoftQuad, is an SGML docu-dence from authoring, research, and processing tools that
ment browser that can be used in conjunction with ait provides, is an essential condition for the proper and
WWW browser. It will display any SGML documentadequate accessing, dissemination, and preserving of doc-
based on one or more style-sheets; it recognizes a subsetumentary information. Of all the possible approaches to
of HyTime for hypertext links. SGML documents candescriptive markup, SGML seems to us to be the most
also be converted to HTML on-the-fly by DynaWeb, apromising one, partly because of its great popularity,
WWW server from Electronic Book Technologies.which maximizes the benefits associated with standard-

Finally, there are database management systems spe-ization, and partly because of intrinsic qualities, such as
cially designed to handle SGML documents, for example:eye-readability and the clear separation it imposes be-
BasisPlus SGMLserver from Information Dimensions,tween document contents and their processing.
and Ful/Text from Fulcrum Technologies.In our opinion, the question is really no longer

‘‘SGML, yes or no?’’ but rather ‘‘which DTDs?’’ Thus,
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